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Abstract. This article concerns dominance conditions for an

nY.m matrix. In the simplest kind of dominance, the (absolute)

value of the diagonal element exceeds the sum of the absolute

values of the nondiagonal elements on the same row. This condition

has been generalized in the literature in several ways, of which we

consider ways in which the rows of the matrix cooperate. Our work

amounts to a sorting out of certain dominance conditions that be-

long to a class 6 of dominance conditions. We prove a theorem

characterizing all true statements of the form

Ci, &, • • •,C,=$Co

where GEC (* = 0, 1, • • •, s).

1. Introduction. By way of orientation, we note the following. If

the simplest kind of dominance obtains (i.e. if in any row the absolute

value of the diagonal element exceeds the sum of the absolute values

of the nondiagonal elements) the principal submatrix of an nXm

matrix is necessarily nonsingular. Another sufficient condition for non-

singularity is the following: Let the rows of A be divided into disjoint

sets, and suppose that in each set of rows, and for each I, the absolute

value of the determinant of the principal submatrix exceeds the sum

of the absolute values of those nonprincipal submatrices that can be

obtained by replacing the ith (fixed) column of the principal matrix

by another column (from the same set of rows). Then A is nonsingu-

lar. There exist generalizations of the dominance idea to contexts in

which the elements of A are operators on assortments of vector spaces.

2. The class Q. A will always be an n Xm complex matrix (n^m).

Ai is the principal submatrix, i.e. the nXn submatrix of A consisting

of the first n columns (and all n rows on those columns).

n denotes the set of the first n natural numbers (n>0). Let X be

some set of vectors in C", usually a set of columns of A, but in some
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cases a set of indeterminate vectors. Let ^4Cn, and let cp:A—>X be

any one-to-one mapping, so that the image of cp is a set of m vectors

(m^n). A (cp) denotes the nXn matrix obtained from Ai by replacing

every column with index in A, the Xth column being replaced

by </>(a) (XGA). Ca(^4) will denote the statement

(2.1) CaM):| det^x|  >--—-E \detAicb)\ ;
(card A)!     *

where summation is effected over all one-to-one mappings cp from A

into the column set of A\Ai. If the sum is empty, it is defined as 0.

By card A we denote the cardinality of A. If we had chosen to require cp

to be order-preserving (relative to any fixed order on X) we could

restate (2.1) without the factor {(card A)! }_1.

Several questions arise naturally in connection with a matrix, or the

set of matrices, that satisfy some set of conditions (2.1). For example:

I. What are the logical relations between the statements Ca(^4)

for A fixed, but A variable?

II. What relations can be asserted between the various statements

CaG4) as A ranges over the row sets of a given matrix?

III. What can be said about generalizations of C\iA), for example

to the case where the right side is the sum of several partial sums, and

in each partial sum a different set of columns of ^4i is held fixed?

Examples. Ordinary dominance |an| > Ej>i |ai>l *s tne condition

CaC4) in case n = \ and A=(l). Two-row dominance, with the first

column replaced, is given by n = 2 and Ai = {1}. Two-row dominance

with the second column replaced is the condition (A2 = {2})

cHde,,(;22)|>sHQ.

Two-row dominance with both columns replaced is the condition

(A = 2)

C,(A): det^f1 )   >   £    det^f1 \ .
\12/ ,>y>2 \ij /

We show below that this condition is implied by the conjunction of

the two preceding ones.

In this paper we shall consider only questions of type I. Questions of

types II and III have been studied in [l]; the methods used there

even apply to questions (parallel to (2.1)) on permanents.

For any subset A,- of n, %i will denote the characteristic function

defined by
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Xi(p) = 1, P E Ai;

= 0,       p £ A,-.

Our main result is the following

(2.2) Theorem. Let Ai£n (i = 0, 1, • • • , s>0). 7/ £fte validity of

all conditions Ca,- (conjunction) implies condition Ca0, iAew i&ere exwi

nonnegalive reals r0, n, ■ • ■ , r„ not all zero, such that

(2.3) X) r<Xi = »"oXo.
j=i

Conversely, if (2.3) holds, then Ca< t'w //zezV collection imply Ca0- Cow-

/><2c£/y,

{a.Ca,| -+CAo] «-» 3{r,} | ({r,} * {0,})

A (A* ('< ̂  0)) A ( Z nxi = foxoY

3. Proof of necessity (—»). Let A0, Ai, • • ■ , A, be subsets of n for

which there exist no nonnegative ro, n, • • • , r, satisfying (2.3). We

shall prove the existence of a matrix A for which all Ca, hold, but Ca„

does not, providing only that w^w + card A0. The matrix A whose

existence we shall demonstrate (our proof is not constructive) will be

formed by bordering (augmenting) the nXn identity matrix on the

right with the real diagonal matrix diag(xi, x2, • • • )• For such a

matrix, that A has the property Ca, means that 1 > IlyeAj | Xy|. Thus

we wish to solve simultaneously the inequalities

II I xj\   < 1        (i = 1, • • • , s),

<31) n w*i.
j'eA0

We  consider,  more  conveniently,  the corresponding equations  in

yy = l°g|xi| =

E » < o      (* - l, • • • , s),

We shall prove the existence of a solution to (3.2), even with strict

inequality in the last statement.
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For this purpose we shall require the following somewhat more

general result, which we state without proof.

(3.3) Lemma. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space; let <£,

ty be finite subsets of the dual space V*. Then the system of inequalities

(3.4) fx < 0   for all   / G *,        gx > 0   for all    gE*

has a solution xEV if and only if

r-2 c\       "YLrif— E5»£> with rf and s0 nonnegative scalars, almost all

zero, implies that r/ = 0jor allfEQ, and s0 = 0for all gE^-

(We remark that (3.3) is true without the hypothesis of finiteness

for 4> and SF A proof can be based on Theorem (2.7) of [2].)

We return now to the system (4.2) which we wish to solve. We de-

fine the functional /< by

fi(yu • • •, yn) = 2 Xi(j)ys      (i = o, l, ■ ■ ■, s).
i

System (3.2) can be rewritten

(3.6) f,-y < 0    (i = 1, • • • , s),       f0y > 0.

By hypothesis, there do not exist nonnegative integers ro, fi, • • • , f«

not all zero, such that

(3.7) 2 r4i = ro/o-
*=i

But now conditions (3.3) are satisfied. Thus there exists a solution to

(3.6) and hence to (3.2). This completes the proof of necessity.

4. Proof of sufficiency («—). We assume A.C" (* = 0, 1, • • • , s>0)

are subsets and ro, r\, • • •, r, are nonnegative integers, not all zero,

such that (2.3) holds. As the functions x« take integer values on n the

existence of a real solution ro, fi, • • • , r, of (3.3) implies the existence

of a solution in integers; we may thus assume r0, n, • • • , r, to be

integers. Since there is no restriction that A,- be distinct, we can as-

sume, without limiting generality, that rj=l (i = \, • • ■ , s).

We define /, = card A,-, i = 1, • • • , s. Then (2.3) with r, = 1 for i>0,

implies that E*-i (^ — ti) = st0— E*-i '<= (s~ro)to- Now let Fi, • • • ,

F,_r0 each be a set of to column matrices of size n X1, whose entries are

nto(s — ro) distinct indeterminates. Define A' = Uft~r1° Yh- Let cpi'.Ai—tX

(*=1, • • • , s) be any set of one-to-one mappings whose images par-

tition X; and let xf/j'.Ao—^X be any one-to-one mapping whose image

is Yj (7 = 1. • • • . s — r0).
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(4.1) Lemma. Ei IB-i det ,4 (<£,■) = idetAiY" HlV? det A(\pf), where
the summation Ei is extended over all deierminantal permutations of

each set Yh (h=l, • ■ ■ , s — ro)-

Proof. This follows from a theorem of Turnbull [3, pp. 48-49],

applied s — ro times.

(4.2) Corollary 1.

Ei fl I det Ai<bi) I   £ I det Ax \» fl | det Aty,) | .
»=1 »-l

(4.3) Corollary 2. Suppose each of the indeterminate column vec-

tors from X is allowed to range over a set W of vectors of Cn. Then if / ,2

denotes summation over this range, we find from (4.2)

E* £1II I det A(<b,) I   £ I det At |'° E* H I det Afa) | ,
1=1 y-i

i.e.

(4.4) hi ■ ■ ■ t,\ ,=1

^ I det^i|'»(E I det 4f»|)--*»

where E *s effected over all one-to-one mappings <£:A0—>1F.

We now complete the proof of sufficiency. We are assuming Ca,(^4)

is true (i = l, • ■ • , s). The product of these 5 inequalities (2.1) is

I det Ai |' > 1 II E*.- I det 4(*<) |
til   '    '    '   tgl

(4.5) t
= —--£«![ | det .4(0,) |.

ill • • • t,\        ,_i

But by (4.3), this is no less than

(*o!)-'+roI det Ax\" (E*I det A(4>) | )-">,

where E«, and E* are effected over all one-to-one mappings

(pi'.Ai—*W and <p:A0—>W respectively, W being the column set of

A\Ai. Any of the statements CAi(^4) implies that Ai is nonsingular.

Hence (4.5) may be rewritten as
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| det Ai |-» > (— Z* | det A(cb) | W

which is merely a paraphrase of Ca0(^4).

5. Further questions. With fixed s, 2<s^m, the condition

(5.1)      deti4(     )   >   E    detA[      J   +   Z    det A (     )\
\12/|       2<,a, \ iy/1       .>/>. \tj/\

is a consequence of the two conditions Ca,, Ca2 in the examples at the

end of §2. Moreover, the conjunction of (5.1) and Ca2 imply C2 of §2.

The inequalities can all be made more delicate if the bare inequal-

ity sign is replaced by a refined estimate of the ratio of the two mem-

bers of the inequality. Thus if the left members of Cau Ca, are pro-

vided with additional positive factors a±, <r2 respectively, 0<<7i, cr2<l,

their conjunction implies the statement

<n<r2 det A (     )   >   Y,    det A (     )   ,
\12/        c£2 \12/

which is stronger than C2 of §2.
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